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  Detailed geologic mapping east of Sun River Canyon in northwest Montana reveals the 
presence of a triangle zone: a folded, imbricate duplex-structure that forms a wedge at the 
leading edge of mountain thrust-belts.   Triangle zone geometry is well documented in a 
series of structures that stretch approximately 900 kilometers, from northeast British 
Columbia into southwest Alberta, Canada.  Triangle zones provide the structural traps that 
contain hydrocarbon (oil and gas) reservoirs in southwest Alberta, but little research has been 
conducted south of the Canadian-United States border along structural trend into Montana.  
Relating the structural geometries and stratigraphy of the Sun River Canyon triangle zone to 
those found in southwest Alberta may lead to new discoveries of hydrocarbon reserves in 
northwest Montana.  Globally, the increased demand for hydrocarbons requires the 
development of geologically complex sources such as those found in triangle zones. 
Documenting surface related triangle zone features contributes to understanding the geometry 
and kinematics of triangle zones and fault propagation in mountain thrust-belts worldwide. 
  The triangle zone east of Sun River Canyon was located through detailed stratigraphic 
measurements and surface geologic mapping during eight weeks of field research in the 
summer of 2006.  Rock packages of the Upper Cretaceous Montana Group were divided and 
measured for thickness based on rock type and environment of deposition.  Portions of the 
Split Rock Lake, Split Rock Junction, and Barr Creek United States Geological Survey, 
1:24,000 scale quadrangle topographic maps provided a base in which to map the divided 
rock units.  Integrating structural data collected in the field as well as information from 
historic exploration wells drilled in the area allow for the projection of the surface geology 
into the subsurface.  The cross-section created in this study illustrates the possible location of 
unexploited structural traps which may contain hydrocarbons.   
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Stratigraphy and Structural Geometry at the Leading Edge of the Montana 
Thrust Belt, East of Sun River Canyon, Lewis and Clark and Teton Counties, 
Montana 
 
Chapter 1. Introduction 
 
1.1  Introduction 
 
 
Productive hydrocarbon reservoirs along Canada’s Rocky Mountain thrust 
belt are located in a triangle zone; an antiformal wedge structure formed at the 
leading edge of the thrust belt.  The triangle zone structure has undergone a great 
deal of study in the Alberta foothills because of its extensive hydrocarbon production, 
but little research has been conducted along structural trend in Montana, where 
similar geology and physiogeography appear to exist.  Field investigations conducted 
by Sears et al. (2005) and an interpretive cross-section by Mitra (1986) suggest that 
the triangle zone continues into northwestern Montana along the Rocky Mountain 
front with exposures found near Rogers Pass and Sun River Canyon.   
 This study examines the stratigraphy and structural geometry of triangle zone 
structures at the leading eastward edge of the Rocky Mountain thrust belt east of the 
Sawtooth Mountain Range along the Sun River.  Detailed mapping and stratigraphic 
analysis at a 1:24,000 scale reveal west-directed, east-dipping thrust faults, west-
verging roof-detached disharmonic folds, and west-directed imbricate thrusts with 
triangle zone geometries.  These same structures appear in the hydrocarbon plays of 
the Alberta Foothills providing the necessary structural traps for hydrocarbon 
reservoirs (Couzens-Schultz et al., 2003).    
 Previous geologic mapping in the study area by Viele and Harris (1965), 
Schmidt (1972), Mudge et al. (1972, 1982), and Mudge and Earhart (1983) indicates 
that the area consists of a series of anticlines and synclines in an undifferentiated 
Two Medicine Formation, with no indication of east-dipping thrust faults.  Mudge 
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(1983) mapped the geology of the Choteau quadrangle at a scale of 1:250,000 
(containing this study area) – too small to adequately define the subtle features 
associated with the triangle zone. 
 The Sun River Canyon area is located within the Northern Disturbed Belt and 
shares many similarities with the Alberta Foothills (Mudge, 1972; 1982).  The belt 
extends from the border of Alberta south to the Little Belt Mountains of west-central 
Montana, with an eastern boundary defined by the most eastern thrust faults of the 
system and the western boundary along the South Fork of the Flathead River 
(Mudge 1982).  Subbelt I of the Northern Disturbed Belt, as divided by Mudge 
(1982), lies within the project area and contains a series of Lower and Upper 
Cretaceous rocks of the Montana Group.  This subbelt is bounded to the west by 
overthrust Paleozoic Madison Group rocks and to the east by either the most eastern 
thrust fault or an associated fold axis (Mudge 1982).  The Sun River flows west to 
east through Subbelt I, incising the Upper Cretaceous sediments of the Montana 
Group providing cross-section exposure.
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Figure 1.2.1. General tectonic map of northern Montana 
Cordillera and Northern Disturbed Belt showing subbelt 
I.  The extent of the Two Medicine Fm. and correlative 
Judith River Fm. are shown.  The field area is outlined in 
red.  (modified from Lorenz 1981, Mudge 1982 and Sears 
2001) 
1.2 Geologic Setting 
 
 
The Sun River Canyon area is located in the Northern Disturbed Belt (Figure 
1.2.1), and is composed of north-trending, west-dipping thrust faults and folds.  The 
belt extends from the Montana-Alberta Canada border south to the Little Belt 
Mountains of west-central Montana, with an eastern boundary defined by the most 
eastern thrust faults of the system and the western boundary along the South Fork of 
the Flathead River (Mudge, 1982).  This system is the western edge of the greater 
North American Cordillera which extends from Mexico to northern Canada.  
Sedimentary rocks and intrusive dikes provide the material for deformation within the 
Northern Disturbed Belt and range in age from the Precambrian Belt Supergroup to 
Paleocene Willow Creek 
Formation. 
Subbelt I contains 
a series of Lower and 
Upper Cretaceous rocks 
of the Colorado and 
Montana groups 
bounded to the west by 
overthrust Paleozoic 
Madison Group rocks 
and to the east by either 
the most eastern thrust 
fault or an associated fold 
axis (Mudge 1982).   
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Much of the deformation of the Northern Disturbed Belt was controlled by the 
Lewis-Eldorado-Hoadley (LEH) thrust slab during the Late Cretaceous and Early 
Paleocene (Figure 1.2.1).  The LEH is composed of Precambrian Belt-Purcell 
Supergroup siliciclastics that were thrust over Paleozoic platform carbonates and 
Mesozoic siliciclastics (Sears et al. 2000, Sears 2001).   
Stratigraphy of the study area consists of sedimentary rocks that were 
deposited during Late Cretaceous inland sea regression-transgression sequences 
(Viele and Harris, 1965; Rodgers, 1998).  These Late Cretaceous rocks include the 
Telegraph Creek Formation, Virgelle Sandstone, Two Medicine Formation, 
Horsethief Sandstone, and Saint Mary River Formation (Sears et al. 2005; Mudge 
1982, 1972; Viele and Harris, 1965).  The rocks of the Montana Group, which have a 
thickness of up to 2 km, overlie structurally weaker rocks of the Cretaceous Colorado 
Group and the Jurassic system (Figure 1.2.2).   
Specifically, the study area is underlain by mudstone and sandstone of the 
Upper Cretaceous undifferentiated Virgelle-Telegraph Creek Formation, Two 
Medicine Formation, Horsethief Formation and Saint Mary River Formation.   
Stratigraphic analysis was conducted within the study area by Larson (1986), who 
measured one stratigraphic section along the banks of the Sun River and another at 
Pishkun Canal.  This analysis concluded that the Telegraph Creek Formation was 
deposited below fair weather wave base, because of the preservation of bioturbation 
and the Virgelle Sandstone is an ebb tide channel deposit.  These observations and 
interpretations lend themselves to a regressive 
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Figure 1.2.2 Stratigraphy of the Sun River Canyon Area.  Unit thicknesses were averaged from ten 
well-logs within the study area and surrounding region (Appendix C). 
Stratigraphy of the Sun River Canyon Area
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sea-tract sequence that is consistent with interpretations by Viele and Harris (1965), 
Mudge (1972, 1982), Rodgers (1998), and Roberts (1999). 
The Two Medicine Formation, which exhibits the core of geologic structures 
analyzed in this study, is a non-marine clastic wedge deposited in response to a 
regression of the Cretaceous interior seaway (Viele and Harris, 1965).  The clastic 
wedge forming the Two Medicine Formation has a thickness of 1456 meters at its 
western edge and thins to 595 meters at its eastern extent (Schmidt, 1972). 
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Figure 1.3.1. Schematic cross-section of the 
Canadian Triangle zone, Turner Valley oil field , 
Alberta Canada (modified from Jones, 1982) 
1.3 Previous Work 
 
The triangle zone in Canada was formed from wedging or underthrusting 
within Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary rocks (Couzens-Schultz et al., 2003). 
This underthrusting can be recognized in the field by a belt of east-dipping thrust 
faults, opposite to the major west-dipping thrust faulting of the Rocky Mountain thrust 
belt (Figure 1.3.1).  As the Rocky Mountain thrust belt of Canada developed, 
hydrocarbons matured due to thrust emplacement and subsequent sheet burial. 
These mature hydrocarbons driven toward the surface by the advancing thrust belt 
and accumulated in the apex of the triangle zone.  
The Canadian triangle zone extends from northern British Columbia to 
southern Alberta, but has not been 
adequately studied in Montana. 
Sears et al. (2005) recognized 
aspects of a triangle zone near 
Rogers Pass, Montana, where 
thrusts are wedged between weak 
layers of the Two Medicine 
Formation. The thrust wedge split the formation, raising the west limbs of the 
Augusta and Adel synclines above an east-dipping thrust, and created disharmonic 
folding (Sears et al., 2005). East-dipping thrust faults are consistent with observed 
features of the Canadian triangle zone.  Mitra, (1986) interpreted a triangle zone 
geometry near Sun River Canyon using structural data from Mudge’s (1972) geologic 
map. 
Investigations of the Montana triangle zone in the Sun River area 60 km 
northwest of Rogers Pass were initiated as part of a structural geology class at the 
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Figure 1.3.2.  Pishkun Canal looking north at an east-dipping thrust 
faults defined by thin bentonites layers identified by Sears (2005) and 
Weberg (1986), (modified from Sears et al., 2005).   
3 meters 
University of Montana in 2005. These investigations recognized triangle-zone-related 
structures such as disharmonic folding and east-dipping thrust faults. The structures 
at Rogers Pass and Sun River are characteristic of the well-documented triangle 
zone in Canada, but their detailed geometries have not been adequately 
documented and assessed as a potential hydrocarbon trap despite the fact that 
thermal maturation studies of the region suggest Cretaceous source rocks have 
entered the gas window (Sears et al., 2001, Sears, 2002).  
Previous 
mapping in this area 
by Viele and Harris 
(1965), Schmidt 
(1972), Mudge et al. 
(1972, 1982), and 
Mudge and Earhart 
(1983) indicates that 
the area consists of a 
series of anticlines 
and synclines in an undifferentiated Two Medicine Formation, with no indication of 
east dipping thrust faults. Specifically, Mudge (1972) identified the fault in Figure 
1.3.2 as a high-angle longitudinal normal fault.  In contrast, more recent works by 
Sears (2005) and Weberg (1986) interpreted these same faults as west-verging 
thrust faults. 
Weberg (1986) as part of a master’s thesis at Washington State University, 
mapped directly west of the study area at a scale of 1:6,336, from three hundred 
meters east of Diversion Dam for 6 km east along Sun River.  He documented the 
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detailed structural geology and stratigraphy, with the Virgelle Sandstone as the 
youngest unit. This study extends Weberg’s work to the east and southeast.   
Two master’s theses from The University of Montana Department of Geology 
documented the sedimentology and stratigraphy of the Two Medicine Formation and 
underlying Upper Cretaceous Montana Group strata in the region of this study. 
Larson (1986) documented two stratigraphic sections of the Montana Group rocks 
within the study area, and Roberts (1999) performed similar work within the Two 
Medicine Formation.  To the south of the study area near Wolf Creek, Montana, King 
(1997) analyzed the volcaniclastic-rich Two Medicine strata and its regional 
association with late Cretaceous volcanism.  Also near Wolf Creek, Jolly (1991) used 
paleomagnetic measurements to determine thrust sheet rotation within the volcanic 
member of the Two Medicine Formation.    Previous stratigraphic work in the area 
focused on facies analysis, whereas this study aimed to locate ideal markers to 
define the structural geology.  The stratigraphy of the Montana Group in this area 
has not been subdivided in the area sufficiently to permit detailed structural mapping.   
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1.4 Research Objectives and Methods 
 
To test the hypothesis that triangle zone structures exist in northwestern 
Montana, detailed stratigraphic measurements and surface geologic mapping were 
required to permit accurate subsurface cross-section construction.  The geologic 
map spanned portions of the Split Rock Lake, Split Rock Junction, and Barr Creek 
United States Geological Survey, 1:24,000 scale quadrangle topographic maps. 
Eight weeks of field research were completed during portions of the spring, 
summer and fall of 2006.  Light grass and scrub brush allowed for intermittent access 
to the meter-scale outcrops seen on some of the more geologically competent units 
on the limbs of anticlines and synclines throughout the map area.  The Sun River 
defines the border of Teton County to the north and Lewis and Clark County to the 
south and flows from west to east through the map area.  It provides a cross-
sectional view of up to fifty meters.  Pishkun Canal, an agricultural irrigation canal 
parallels the Sun River approximately two kilometers to the north and offers 
excavated exposures in cross-section to a maximum of twenty meters.   Detailed 
stratigraphic and structural measurements made from these paralleling cuts 
combined with outcrop exposures between provided the stratigraphic and structural 
data necessary to analyze the triangle zone geometries. 
Stratigraphic sections were measured using a 1.5 meter Jacob’s staff with 
hand transit and 50 meter tape. Due to the many north-south trending folds and 
faults in the field area, care was taken to select measurement locations that would 
provide a complete stratigraphic section when pieced together.  Sections measured 
from the banks of the Sun River allowed for the differentiation of the Two Medicine 
Formation.  A prominent purple volcaniclastic marker bed divides the formation into 
three distinct units.  The purple volcaniclastic marker bed exhibited a distinctive 
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foreset pattern defined by purple mud rip-up clasts in a coarse grained volcanic-
derived lithic sandstone matrix (chapter 2.4.2).     
Structural data included measurements of bedding plane surfaces, 
slickensides, joint sets, and fault surfaces.  These measurements were plotted on 
stereonets to define fold axes and faults to control restored cross-sections.  
Comprehensive notes were gathered from observations and measurements at over 
two-hundred stations throughout the field area.  Most stations, located on a paper 
field-copy map, correspond to competent rock outcroppings or unit contacts where 
structural measurements were collected.   
The field-copy surface geologic map was scanned and georeferenced using 
ESRI’s geographic information system ArcGIS software.  Color orthophotos, and 
1:24,000 and 1:100,000 USGS topographic maps downloaded from the state of 
Montana Natural Resource Information Systems website (http://nris.mt.gov/gis/) 
provided the base onto which digitized layers from the field map were overlain using 
ArcGIS.  All maps and layers were projected using North American Datum 1983, 
Montana State Plane coordinate system and Lambert’s Conformal Conic projection 
method with two standard parallels. 
Oil well-logs and completion reports were collected from the Montana Board 
of Oil and Gas office in Billings, Montana, in addition to data gathered from the 
website of the Montana Department of Natural Resource Conservation Board of Oil 
and Gas (http://bogc.dnrc.mt.gov/jdpintro.asp), (Appendix C).  Well-logs and 
completion reports provided subsurface stratigraphic and structural control which 
aided in creating cross-sections and provided indications to the presence or lack of 
hydrocarbons from the drill hole. 
By using the combination of the detailed surface geologic map, stratigraphic 
sections, marker beds, and field observations, structures associated with the triangle 
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zone were documented.  The location of these features on the surface geologic map 
allow for subsurface projection and interpretation that show a series of passive-roof 
duplexes, illustrating multiple triangle zones (see cross-section in Appendix B).   
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Chapter 2. Stratigraphy 
 
2.1 Introduction 
 
To define the complex geologic structures located within the study area, 
detailed stratigraphic sections were measured along the banks of the Sun River.  
The exposed Montana Group in the study area includes the Upper Cretaceous 
Virgelle-Telegraph Creek, Two Medicine, Horsethief, and Saint Mary River 
formations.  The banks of the Sun River provided excellent exposures to the Two 
Medicine and Horsethief formations in the study area, however, folding and faulting 
within the Two Medicine Formation proved problematic in the measurement of a 
continuous stratigraphic section. 
  Measurements at location 1 (Figure 2.1.1) began close to the Cretaceous 
Virgelle-Telegraph Creek Formation – Cretaceous Two Medicine Formation contact 
as possible where the Tunnel Lake anticline forms the bank of the Sun River.    
Measurements continued up-section until the continuity was interrupted by a 
prominent syncline held up by a volcaniclastic-rich purple sandstone of the middle 
unit of the Two Medicine Formation.  This prominent syncline provided an excellent 
reference-section to detail the stratigraphy of the middle unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation.   
The upper unit of the Two Medicine Formation was measured at location 2 
(Figure 2.1.1) approximately 1.5 km east of location 1 along the banks of the Sun 
River.  This section was measured east-to-west,  
 14 
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progressing up-section from an anticline formed by the prominent purple 
volcaniclastic middle member of the Two Medicine Formation.   
The upper unit of the Two Medicine Formation was measured along the 
northern bank of the Sun River at location 3.  Location 4 provides an excellent 
exposure to measure the Horsethief Formation.  Here, the Sun River has eroded 
through the Black Reef anticline revealing a nearly complete section of the 
Horsethief Formation (Figure 2.1.1).   
 The following sub-chapters discuss the stratigraphy as measured between 
the Tunnel Lake anticline and the Black Reef anticline.  Pre-Upper Cretaceous 
formations are not observed in the field area but are interpreted in the cross-section 
with the following descriptions based on structural characteristics observed outside 
the field area.     
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2.2  Paleozoic and Lower Mesozoic Stratigraphy 
 
2.2.1 Devonian Undivided 
 The Devonian section is 320 meters thick based on well log data, and 
consists of grey-brown limestone and dark grey dolomite (well log data, Appendix C).  
The Devonian is divided into three formations.  From oldest to youngest these are 
the Maywood, Jefferson, and Three Forks.  The Maywood Formation is thinly bedded 
greenish-gray mudstone and bedded dolomite with distinctive yellowish-gray mottling 
(Mudge, 1972).  The Jefferson Formation is composed of light-grayish-brown and 
dark grey dolomite with some thin beds of limestone and the Three Forks Formation 
contains intraformational-breccias, siltstone, shale and mudstone.  Structurally, the 
top of the Devonian provides the basal decollement for which younger rocks are 
carried along and antiformally duplexed (cross-section, Appendix B).    
 
2.2.2 Mississippian Undivided 
 The 380 meter thick Mississippian rocks of the Madison Group are divided 
into the lower Allan Mountain limestone and the overlying Castle Reef and Sun River 
dolomites.  The Mississippian rocks are commonly light-to-dark gray, thin-to-thickly 
bedded limestones and dolomites.  This structurally competent rock package is 
carried on ramp thrusts that stack repeated sections of Mississippian through the 
Lower Cretaceous Blackleaf Formation (cross-section, Appendix B). 
 
2.2.3 Jurassic Undivided 
 In the Sun Canyon area, Jurassic age rocks consist of four formations. From 
oldest to youngest these formations  are the Sawtooth, Rierdon, Swift and Morrison.  
Composed mostly of mudstones and thin beds of sandstones the average thickness 
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of the Jurassic is 80 meters as measured from area well logs (well log data, 
Appendix C).  Structurally, this unit is quite incompetent and characteristically forms 
swales and valleys to the west in Sun Canyon. 
 
 2.2.4 Kootenai Formation 
 The Kootenai Formation is not observed in the field area but is exposed to 
the west and is described by Weberg (1986) as red and gray silty shale with 
interbedded gray-green sandstone.  In many parts of Montana the Kootenai is 
capped by a gastropod-rich limestone which is observed only west of Mortimer Gulch 
in Sun River Canyon.  The thickness of this unit, based on area well log data, is 150 
meters (well log data, Appendix, C).  This formation appears to be somewhat 
structurally competent as it is contained within each of the five duplexed antiformal 
stacks interpreted in the cross-section (cross-section, Appendix B).   
 
2.2.5 Blackleaf Formation 
 Deposited in a nonmarine setting, the 220 meter thick Blackleaf Formation is 
divided into three members; the Flood Shale Member, the Taft Hill Member and the 
Vaughn Member.  The Blackleaf consists of thin beds of mudstone, sandstone and 
shale with some thin beds of bentonite.  As with the Mississippian, Jurassic, and 
Kootenai Formation, the Blackleaf Formation is contained within the duplexed 
antiformal stacks in cross-section (cross-section, Appendix B). 
 
2.2.6 Marias River Shale 
 The Marias River Shale is 300 meters thick based on averaged area well-log 
thicknesses (well log data, Appendix C).  Deposited in a marine environment, this 
unit displays a basal conglomerate at its contact with the Blackleaf Formation 
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(Weberg, 1986).  In the field, the Blackleaf Formation is characterized by thick 
sequences of thickly bedded black shales and contains thin calcareous, sandy and 
silty layers.  In a particularly steep bank-cut along Pishkun Canal, thin beds of 
bentonite distinguish west-verging thrust faulting (Figure 1.3.1).  This locality is 
interpreted to expose the apex of an antiformal stack created within the passive-roof 
duplex (cross-section, Appendix B).  Here, the convergence of the east-verging 
thrust faults of the Neal Imbricate zone and the west-verging thrust faults seen at the 
banks of the Pishkun Canal forms a classic triangle zone geometry.  In cross-section, 
the Marias River Shale is very incompetent providing the roof in which the more 
competent older layers are passively thrust beneath.    
 
 
2.3  Virgelle-Telegraph Creek Unit 
 
 For the purpose of this study the Telegraph Creek Formation and the Virgelle 
Sandstone were combined into a Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit as outcrops in the 
field area are few and differentiating the units would not significantly improve the 
structural analysis.  Previous work on the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit was 
conducted by Viele and Harris, (1965) approximately 25 kilometers to the south of 
this study area between Auchard Creek and Dearborn River in Lewis and Clark 
County.  Regionally, the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit represents a regressive 
transitional facies of the Telegraph-Eagle Regression (R7) between the underlying 
offshore marine Colorado Group rocks and the overlying terrestrial rocks of the Two 
Medicine Formation (Rogers, 1998; Viele and Harris, 1965; Stebinger, 1914) 
 Larson, (1986), studied the stratigraphy of the lower Montana Group 1.25 km 
from the western boundary of this study area along the banks of Pishkun Canal and 
the Sun River.  The Telegraph Creek Formation consists of ninety-one meters of buff 
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sandstone with interbedded gray mudstone.  The lower thirty meters of the 
Telegraph Creek Formation consists of thinly laminated, bioturbated fine-grained 
sandstone with an abundance of preserved wood fragments. The upper sixty-one 
meters are comprised of hummocky cross-stratified sandstones with wood and 
pelecypod shell fragments clustered near the base of beds.  Previous analysis has 
interpreted the paleoenvironment of the Telegraph Creek Formation to be a 
transitional environment below fair-weather wave base with the sandy layers 
representing storm deposits (Cobban, 1955; Larson, 1983; Lorenz, 1981; Rice, 1980; 
Viele, 1965; Viele and Harris, 1965). 
 The Virgelle Sandstone is sixty-one meters thick at Larson’s (1986) location.  
The lower part of the Virgelle Sandstone contains hummocky cross-stratification.  
The upper beds contain trough cross-bedded sandstone and low angle, wedge-
planar cross-bedded sandstone (Larson, 1986).  This packaging of strata suggests a 
prograding beach sequence that evolved from the sub-fair-weather wave base, 
transitional environment of the Telegraph Creek Formation and lower Virgelle 
Sandstone to an upper Virgelle Sandstone regression (Gill and Cobban, 1973; 
Larson, 1983; Lorenz, 1981; Rice, 1980; Viele and Harris, 1965). 
 In the study area, the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit crops out on the limbs of 
the Tunnel Lake anticline.  South of Sun Canyon Road much of the Virgelle-
Telegraph Creek is covered by regolith as well as trees and shrubs. The most 
accessible exposure is along Pishkun Canal Road where Pishkun Canal passes 
through the Tunnel Lake anticline.  At this location, wood fragments in buff coarse-
grained sandstone and dark green shale with leaf imprints are preserved.  Another 
exposure along the Tunnel Lake anticline 3 kilometers south of the Sun River 
Canyon Road sheds petrified wood on to the surface.  Wood fragments are 
approximately 10 cm in diameter by 15 cm long.  The presence of terrestrial plant 
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debris at the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit–Two Medicine Formation contact 
corroborates the paleoenvironmental analysis of a prograding beach sequence. 
 The Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit is structurally competent as it defines the 
Tunnel Lake anticline.  In cross-section, the unit lies appears to provide a structural 
roof above the less competent Marias River Shale within which the passive-roof 
duplexing occurs (cross-section, Appendix B).    
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2.4  Two Medicine Formation 
 
 
The type-section of the Two Medicine Formation along Two Medicine Creek 
in the Blackfoot Indian Reservation is 590 meters thick and is correlative with the 
Judith River Formation east of the Sweet Grass Arch (Figure 1.2.1), (Stebinger, 
1914).  The nonmarine rocks of the Two Medicine Formation consist of fluvial 
deposits of volcaniclastic sandstones and variegated shales deposited in an 
eastward-thinning clastic tongue between the Telegraph Creek regression and the 
later Claggett Sea transgression (2.4.1), (Rogers, 1998; Rogers 1993).  
     Regionally, nonmarine sequence stratigraphy has been studied using the 
Two Medicine Formation.  Alluvial architecture changes combined with 40Ar/39Ar age 
dating from bentonites within the section have proven successful in modeling a ~80 
ma sequence boundary.  The suggested sequence boundary is consistent with a 
transition from the Telegraph Creek-Eagle Regression (R7) to the Claggett 
Transgression (T8) within the Late Cretaceous interior seaway (Roberts, 1999; 
Rogers, 1998; Rogers; 1993). 
South of the study area, Schmidt (1972) mapped western and eastern facies 
of the Two Medicine Formation.  The western facies contains volcanic rocks and 
volcaniclastic sandstones, while the eastern facies lacks volcanic derived lithic 
clasts.  Big Skunk member was the name given to the upper volcanic member of the 
Two Medicine Formation; it derives its volcanic provenance from the Adel Mountain 
volcanics near Wolf Creek, Montana (Figure 2.4.1), (King, 1997; Rogers et al, 1993; 
Sheriff and Gunderson, 1990; Viele and Harris, 1965). 
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Larson (1986) measured the lowermost 161.5 meters of the Two Medicine Formation 
along the banks of the Sun River in continuation with the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek 
section discussed in chapter 2.3.  The lower 100 meters of Two Medicine at this 
location contains a thick sequence of lignite and silty-shale that was interpreted to be 
a coastal-plain marsh.  Lenticular and thinly bedded sandstones within the section 
represent fluvial-channel deposits.  The occurrence of pelecypods within the section 
indicates periodical brackish water conditions with occasional strong storms that left 
wash-over fan deposits in an embayed deltaic-plain environment (Larson, 1986). 
 Complex cross-bedded sandstones within the lower Two Medicine Formation 
form distinctive pedestal-shaped “hoodoo” or toadstool formations on the north side 
of Pishkun Canal west of the Tunnel Lake anticline.  Bedform analysis conducted by 
Larson (1986) concluded that these features were deposited by an eolian process.  
This conclusion was based on sandflow deposits, carbonaceous interdune deposits, 
few trace fossils, and the lack of mud drapes.  These features are capped by an iron-
rich sandstone, resistant to weathering, and are non-unique to this unit in the Two 
Medicine Formation as similar architectures and compositions are found throughout 
the stratigraphic section. 
 The measured sections for this study were completed along the banks of the 
Sun River between the eastern limb of the Tunnel Lake anticline east to the Black 
Reef anticline (Figure 2.1.1).  Through careful observation and stratigraphic analysis, 
the Two Medicine Formation was differentiated into three distinct units (lower, 
middle, and upper) based on physical characteristics that are easily identifiable in the 
field.  
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2.4.1  Two Medicine Formation Lower Unit 
  
 The lower unit of the Two Medicine Formation was measured along the 
banks of the Sun River as close to the eastern limb of the Tunnel Lake anticline as 
possible (location 1, Figure 2.1.1).  The Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit contact with 
the Two Medicine Formation is covered by alluvium at this location.   
 As subdivided by this study, the lower section of the Two Medicine Formation 
is 350 meters thick, generally greenish-gray (5GY 6/1, GSA Rock Color Chart), fine-
to medium-grained, laminar to blocky lithic sandstones (Figure 2.4.2).  These 
sandstones form competent outcrops and are interbedded with purple and green 
fissile mudstones and shales; the thinnest interbed measures 0.5 meters and the 
thickest 10 meters.  Five beds within this unit display distinctive cross-beds defined 
by foresets of light gray and green mud rip-up clasts.  Approximately 170 meters 
from the bottom of the section, the first cross-bedded sandstone with rip-up clast 
appears.  This unit is a greenish gray (5GY 6/1) medium-grained lithic sandstone 
with light gray mud rip-up clasts < 2 cm in diameter.  At 210 meters and again at 260 
meters from the base of the measured section, meter-thick, cross-bedded, medium-
grained lithic sandstones with green mud rip-up clasts are exposed.  This 
architecture appears to be consistent with previous interpretations of a 
channel/floodplain fluvial environment of deposition (Larson, 1986; Roberts, 1999; 
Rogers et al., 1993; Rogers, 1998; Viele and Harris; 1965).  
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2.4.2  Two Medicine Formation Middle Unit 
 
 The middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation as differentiated in this study 
is 346 meters above the contact with the lower Virgelle-Telegraph Creek Formation 
(Figure 2.4.3).  Although this unit is only 46 meters thick it proved to be crucial in 
mapping the detailed structural geology of the study area because of its ready field 
identification (Figures 2.4.4 and 2.4.5).  This unit is defined at its base by a 5 meter 
thick, grayish green (5GY 6/1), medium-grained, massive sandstone with local cross-
bedding.  Above this unit is 11 meters of grayish-red-purple (5RP 4/2), fissile 
mudstone capped by a 1 meter weather-resistant, reddish-purple, fine-grained, 
calcite-cemented, muddy siltstone.  Seventeen meters of grayish-red-purple (5RP 
4/2), fissile mudstone overlie the weather-resistant, calcite-cemented unit mentioned 
above.  Within the seventeen meter-thick fissile mudstone is a meter thick light-olive 
gray (5Y 6/1), medium-grained sandstone.   
Thirty-seven meters above the base of the middle unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation is a 4 meter thick grayish-olive green (5 GY 3/2), cross-bedded pebble-
conglomerate.  The cross-bedding is defined by purple mud rip-up clasts < 3 cm in a 
matrix of angular, coarse-grained volcanic lithiclasts.  Four meters of grayish-red 
purple (5RP 4/2) fissile mudstone separates the cross-bedded pebble conglomerate 
from another similar cross-bedded pebble conglomeratic unit.  At forty-four meters 
above the base of this unit is a 2 meter thick grayish-olive green (5 GY 3/2), pebble 
conglomerate with < 3 cm purple  
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Figure 2.4.4 Middle unit of Two Medicine Formation as typically seen in outcrop 
Figure 2.4.5 Cross-bedded volcaniclastic sandstone with purple mud clasts defining the 
cross-bedding. Marker bed within the Middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation. 
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mud rip-up clasts in an angular coarse-grained volcanic lithiclastic matrix.  The top of 
this layer caps the middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation.  The combination of 
the two well-defined cross-bedded pebble conglomerates on top of 30 meters of 
purple mudstone proved to be invaluable in the field at differentiating the Two 
Medicine Formation into three distinct units.   
The top 10 meters of this unit appears to be structurally quite competent as 
this middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation outlines several folds and provides 
the hanging wall for two east-verging thrust faults within the study area.     
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2.4.3  Two Medicine Formation Upper Unit 
 
 The upper unit of the Two Medicine Formation is 125 meters thick as 
measured from the banks of the Sun River at location 3 (Figure 2.1.1).  Generally, 
compared with the two lower subdivided units, the upper unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation is finer-grained and lighter in color (Figure 2.4.6).   
The lower 45 meters of the measured section is reddish-purple and green 
mudstone with two white to light grayish-green laminar siltstone beds 4 and 9 meters 
thick.  Forty-five meters from the base of the unit is a grayish-green medium-to-
coarse grained, cross-bedded lithic sandstone with occasional 1 cm green mud rip-
up clasts.   
Above the cross-bedded lithic sandstone is 40 meters of greenish-gray fissile 
mudstone interbedded with several 0.5 meter siltstones and fine-grained sandstones.  
On top of this bed, at 92 meters above the base of the measured section is 5 meters 
of light gray (N7), cross-bedded, fine-to-medium grained, massive sandstone with 4 
meters of light green and reddish-purple mudstone above.   
Next, at 102 meters is a meter-thick light greenish-gray massive to blocky 
fine-grained sandstone with ripple marks (Figure 2.4.7).  On top of this bed lies 5 
meters of greenish-gray silt to fine grained, cross-bedded with a 15 cm dark-brown 
weathered pebble conglomerate at its base.  The final 15 meters of this measured 
section consists of green and purple mudstones with sub-meter beds of greenish-
gray fine-grained sandstones.   
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Figure 2.4.6. Upper unit of the Two Medicine Formation 
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Figure 2.4.7. Ripple marks on the surface of a fine-grained sandstone within the upper 
unit of the Two Medicine Formation. 
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Due to erosional surfaces and the structural complexity of the area, a contact 
between the upper unit of the Two Medicine Formation and the Horsethief Formation 
was not encountered with this measured section.  The Horsethief Formation crops 
out 700 meters directly north of where this measured section ended.  Projecting the 
strike of the Horsethief Formation at this location south to intersect with the Sun 
River indicates that the top of the Two Medicine Formation is within at least 20 
meters of the base of the Horsethief Formation. 
Examining the composite measured section of the Two Medicine Formation 
reveals a change in sedimentary architecture between the lower unit and upper unit 
of the Two Medicine formation.  Although further investigations are need, this change 
might correlate to the nonmarine response to the Claggett (R8) and Bearpaw (T9) 
marine cycles as noted by Roberts (1999) and Rogers (1998).  
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2.5  Horsethief Formation 
 
  The Horsethief Formation at the type-section 30 km northeast of Browning, 
Montana is 100 m thick and is underlain by the Campanian Bearpaw Shale and 
overlain by the Saint Mary River Formation (Bibler and Schmitt, 1986; Day, 1965). 
Within the study area the Horsethief Formation directly overlies the Two Medicine 
Formation as the Bearpaw Shale pinches out to the south (Figure 2.4.1).  The 
Horsethief Formation represents the last regression of the Cretaceous Western 
Interior Seaway and is interpreted to contain lower shoreface, upper shoreface, 
beach, foreshore, lagoonal, and flood-tidal delta facies (Bibler and Schmitt 1986; 
Day, 1965). Three kilometers to the north of this study area in Deep Creek, Bibler 
and Schmitt (1986) measured the Horsethief Formation to be 210 meters thick.  The 
same authors measured sections in the Sun River Game Range south of Sun 
Canyon Road (within this study area) with a thickness of 65 meters.  A stratigraphic 
section of the Horsethief Formation was measured as part of this study at location 4 
in Figure 2.1.1, between Deep Creek and the Sun River Game Range.  This section 
measured 90 meters corroborating previous studies indicating the Horsethief thins 
from north to south. 
Previous work by Cobban (1955) identified a series of platy shales and 
siltstones which they referred to as the Bearpaw-Horsethief Transition Unit.  This unit 
was later changed by Mudge and Earhart (1983), and Bibler and Schmitt (1986) to 
incorporate this transitional unit into the Horsethief Formation, which is the 
classification used in this study. 
At the location of this measured section the Sun River has down-cut through 
the Black Reef anticline exposing a nearly complete section of the Horsethief 
Formation.  The Horsethief Formation-Two Medicine Formation contact was 
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determined by the lowest occurrence of marine indicators within the Horsethief 
Formation.  A distinct contact between the Two Medicine and Horsethief formations 
is found on the north banks of the Sun River within the Black Reef Anticline north of 
location 4 in Figure 2.1.1. 
The lower 30 meters of this section consists of tan-to-buff colored medium-
grained cross-bedded sandstones interbedded with gray-to-tan thinly bedded 
siltstones (Figure 2.5.1).  This description bears resemblance to the Horsethief-
Bearpaw Transition of Mudge and Earhart (1983) though this distinction was not 
made in the field.  At 4 meters above the base of the measured section, a 6 meter 
thick heavily bioturbated tan-to-buff blocky medium-to-fine grained lithic sandstone 
preserves abundant burrows Ophiomorpha, identified by Bibler and Schmitt (1986), 
of up to 15 cm long (Figure 2.4.2).  Above this section is a distinct 6 meter thick tan-
to-buff medium-grained cross-bedded lithic sandstone containing pelecypod 
(Ostrea), identified by Bibler and Schmitt (1986) and gastropod shells capped by a 2 
meter olive-green coarse-grained sandstone with Ostrea and gastropod shells.  
Above the fossil-rich cross-bedded sandstone is 4.5 meters of gray-to-tan fissile 
siltstone displaying sole-markings 
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Figure 2.5.1. Cretaceous Horsethief Formation 
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Figure 2.5.3. Measured section of Horsethief Formation at station S4 along Sun River. 
Person for scale. 
Figure 2.5.2. Shrimp burrows in sandstone near the base of Horsethief Formation 
at station S4.  Circles indication burrows. 
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interbedded with 0.5 meter thick medium-grained sandstones with abundant Ostrea 
and gastropod shells.   
At 55 meters above the base of this section is a black thinly-bedded 
petroliferous coal layer.  Mudge and Earhart (1983) mention this layer near the Sun 
River as “a 0.3 meter coal bed occurs about 6 meters below the top”.  In this study 
the coal layer is 27 meters from the top of the section.  Above the coal layer is 21 
meters of buff blocky-to-thinly bedded sandstone locally cross-bedded.   
The Horsethief Formation is capped by a very distinctive and weather-
resistant dark green-to-olive pebble conglomerate with clasts > 3 cm, interbedded 
with trough cross-bedded sandstones containing abundant Ostrea shells.  This unit is 
very distinctive in the field and acts as an excellent marker bed as it is erosionally 
resistant and contains an abundance of pelecypod fossils.  The Ostrea fossils 
weather out of outcrop and provide additional aid when mapping float.  The 
competence of this bed contributes significantly to the structural geology of the area.  
The Black Reef anticline is supported by the Horsethief Formation as are many of 
the larger anticlines and synclines mapped south of Sun River Canyon Road in the 
Sun River Game Range. 
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2.6  Saint Mary River Formation 
 
 The terrestrially deposited Saint Mary River Formation is 200 to 300 meters 
thick at the type-locality in southwest Alberta and northwest Montana (Dawson, 
1884).  Viele and Harris (1965) studied the stratigraphy of the Saint Mary River 
Formation south of Augusta, Montana in Lewis and Clark County approximately 30 
km south of the Sun River.  They combined the Saint Mary River Formation with the 
Willow Creek Formation and utilized well-logs to assign a thickness of ~1,100 to 600 
meters.  In this study only the Saint Mary River Formation is used.  It is divided into a 
lower lagoonal facies and an upper fluvial plain facies (Fairhurst, 1983; Viele and 
Harris, 1965).  The lower member is dominated by shales, mudstones, sandstones, 
limestones and coals while the upper member contains trough cross-bedded, 
channel sandstones, overbank sandstones, levees, shales, and carbonate nodule 
horizons (Fairhurst, 1983; Nadon, 1993). 
Since only small scale structures were mapped within the Saint Mary River 
Formation little sedimentological analysis was given to this formation.  Bibler and 
Schmitt (1986) in their analysis of the Horsethief Formation in the Sun River Game 
Range (this study area) described the Saint Mary River Formation as greenish-gray 
and reddish mudstone interbedded with fine to medium-grained sandstones with a 
thickness of 366 meters.  In this study, the Saint Mary River Formation is found east 
of Black Reef anticline and within the North Fork Willow Creek drainage at the very 
southern extent of the mapped area.    
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2.7  Quaternary Units 
 
The Quaternary deposits in this studied was divided into Quaternary alluvium 
and Quaternary glacially derived units.  The distinction was based on field 
observations of clast size, composition, and geomorphology.  Alluvium consists of 
unconsolidated, fluvially-derived, boulder, gravel, sand, and silt deposits poorly-
sorted to moderately well-sorted. To maintain consistency with Mudge et al. (1983), 
this study included glacial outwash associated with Pinedale glaciation as 
Quaternary alluvium.  Stratigraphic thicknesses were not measured but field 
observations noted that alluvial thickness varied considerably throughout the project 
area.  Along the banks of the Sun River approximate maximum thickness is 10 
meters (Figures 2.7.1 and 2.7.2).  In the Sun River Game Range in the southern half 
of the field area streams draining the Rocky Mountain Front foothills down-cut 
through valleys that expose alluvium approximately 20 meters thick (Figure 2.7.3).  
Glacially derived Quaternary units were described by Mudge et al, (1982) as 
a heterogeneous mixture of rock fragments in a silty clay matrix, forming hummocky 
topography < 100 meters thick.  These deposits in this study were distinguished 
mainly by hummocky topography and the presence of blocky-limestone glacial-
erratics (Figures 2.7.4, 2.7.5 and 2.7.6). 
During Pinedale Glaciation, the Sun River Canyon area was inundated by 
alpine glaciation. The imbricate thrust sheets of the Sawtooth Range created a 
catchment system which funneled the alpine glaciers that occupied the north- 
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Figure 2.7.2 Quaternary alluvium along the bank of the Sun River 
Alluvium 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.7.1 Northeast view of Saint Mary River Formation with Quaternary alluvium in 
foreground. 
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Figure 2.7.3 Quaternary alluvium in the Sun River Game Range 
Figure 2.7.4 Glacially derived alluvium at a road cut near Augusta, MT 
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Figure 2.7.5 Hummocky topography typical of glaciated terrain within the study area, 
looking west 
Figure 2.7.6 Hummocky terrain with limestone erratics in Sun River Game Range 
(looking northwest) 
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to-south trending valleys into the east-flowing Sun River valley glacier that spilled 
onto the plains east Rocky Mountain front.  Calhoun (1906) measured the total 
distance from the mouth of the Sun River Canyon to the terminal moraine at 30 
kilometers (18 miles) and a surface elevation difference of 670 meters (2,200 feet) 
from the mouth of the canyon to the terminus for an average drop of 24 meters per 
kilometer (130 feet per mile).   The northern lateral moraine forms a high ridge that 
provides the drainage divide between Sun River and Deep Creek to the north.  The 
southern lateral moraine is found within the Sun River Game Range.  The hummocky 
terrain formed by the moraines creates ephemeral ponds that are dry most of the 
year. 
The presence of Glacier Peak ash (11,200 Bp) near Diversion Lake at the 
mouth of Sun River Canyon found stratigraphically within a postglacial alluvial fan 
indicates that glacial retreat occurred at least 11,200 years Bp (Carrera et, al., 1986). 
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Chapter 3. Deformation Structures and Styles 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
 
Triangle zones are complex antiformal wedge structures that are found 
throughout the world at the leading edges of thrust belts.  The origin of the term 
“triangle zone” is attributed to Peter Gordy of Shell Oil Company in 1957 for his 
description of structures at the leading edge of the Alberta Rocky Mountain thrust 
belt using exploration seismic studies (Jones, 1996).   Two basic types of triangle 
zones occur at the front of thrust belts: type I and type II.  Type I triangle zones form 
when two opposing thrusts initiate from the same decollement. Type II triangle zones 
form passive-roof duplexes where the duplex material is structurally weaker than the 
overlying roof (Figure 1.3.1), (Nemcok et al., 2005).  This study examines small and 
large scale structural features east of Sun River Canyon that are indicative of the 
presence of a type II triangle zone.   
In 1913 oil exploration in the Alberta foothills of Canada resulted in the 
discovery of the Turner Valley oil and gas field where seemingly simple anticlines of 
Upper Cretaceous clastic rocks were drilled (Jones, 1982).  Unsuspected faults were 
discovered where rocks younger than those at the surface were encountered, 
indicating that there was more to the frontal anticlines than expected.  By the 1950’s 
cross-sections across the Alberta foothills indicated that the convergence of east-
verging thrusts and west-verging thrusts created a triangle shaped geometry.  The 
increase in seismic technology in more recent years has allowed for detailed cross-
sections that show triangle zones as thrust duplexes that detach overlying strata, 
tilting it toward the foreland.  This tilting in the Alberta foothills creates the west limb 
of the Alberta syncline with which parallels may be drawn to the Augusta and Adel 
synclines of Montana.    
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3.2       Geologic Map 
 
 
Two geologic maps of the area are presented in Appendix A.  Map 1 shows 
the surface geology including Quaternary deposits.  Map 2 is an interpretation of the 
bedrock geology with Quaternary deposits removed.   
The accompanying cross-section (Appendix B) represents a west-to-east line 
along the Sun River where rocks are best exposed and the integrity of the structural 
information is more representative.  The cross-section was extended east and west 
of the study area in order to illustrate the passive-roof duplexing to its eastern-most 
extent.  To the west of the study area, geologic and structural information was used 
from Weberg’s (1986) geologic map.  Mudge’s (1972) geologic map was used to the 
east of the study area.  
For the purpose of description, the study area has been divided into a 
northern map area and a southern map area based on the dominant rock type and 
style of deformation.  The northern map area encompasses the area just north of 
Pishkun Canal to the Sun River Canyon Road.  Most of the structural analysis was 
conducted in the northern area because it contains the best exposures of small-scale 
structures.  The southern map area extends from south of the Sun River Canyon 
Road to the southern boundary of the map area.  Between Sun River Canyon Road 
and Barr Creek, outcrops are poorly exposed due to an extensive cover of glacially 
derived Quaternary alluvium.  South of Barr Creek, glacial activity was minimal, or 
absent, leaving the stratigraphically and structurally higher Horsethief and Saint Mary 
River formations exposed.   
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3.3  Northern Map Area 
 
The Two Medicine Formation is well exposed in the northern part of the map 
area and provides the best opportunity to analyze the geologic structures (Figure 
3.3.31).  This area is bound to the west by the Tunnel Lake anticline and to the east 
by the Black Reef anticline.  Between these two prominent structures is a series of 
tight, roof-detached folds with three zones of east-verging faults.  The eastern-most 
fault traces the west limb of the Black Reef anticline and shows the most 
displacement of the faults found within the area.  Approximately 100 meters to the 
west of this fault is a west-verging back-thrust tracing the eastern limb of a tight west-
verging anticline.  Structures within this area are exposed disharmonic folds due to 
passive-roof duplexing.   
The structures within Northern map area is described along two west-to-east 
transects and an area overview based on the quality of outcrop for describing the 
small-scale geologic structures.  From north-to-south these transects are herein 
named Pishkun Canal and Sun River. 
 
3.3.1  Pishkun Canal Transect 
 
The Pishkun Canal transect offers excellent exposures to examine relatively 
unweathered rock along the canal cut.  This transect is described from west-to-east 
starting at the Tunnel Lake anticline with references made to field stations located on 
the Pishkun Canal Structure location map (Figure 3.3.1).   
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Station P1 
Station P1 is the westernmost field station of the Pishkun Canal transect.  
This marks the location of the Tunnel Lake anticline, exposing an excellent outcrop 
of the Upper Cretaceous Virgelle-Telegraph Creek Formation (Figure 3.3.2).  The 
Two Medicine Formation contact with the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek Formation was 
determined by the presence of petrified wood and dinosaur bones indicating a facies 
change from a marine to terrestrial environment.  The Two Medicine Formation was 
not divided along the canal because many of the exposures in the ditch-cut were not 
suitable to allow positive identification of units.  At station P2 a small fold in the canal 
trends 245o and plunges 59o.  Calcite slickensides are very prominent on the bedding 
surface of the limbs of the fold and trend approximately perpendicular to the axial 
surface (Figure 3.3.3). 
 
Station P3 
A series of minor complex folds are observed along the bank of Pishkun 
Canal at station P3 approximately 1 kilometer east of the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek 
contact with the Two Medicine Formation (Figures 3.3.4, 3.3.5, and 3.3.6).  Here, thin 
beds of siltstone form parallel folds that display different styles of folding. In Figure 
3.3.5 two small folds that parallel each other display different deformational 
characteristics within the same rock type.  The eastern-most fold is disharmonic 
while the western fold one is a similar-style fold in which thickness to the axial plane 
is constant.  These folds appear to be 
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Figure 3.3.2 Looking north at exposure of Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit on west limb of 
Tunnel Lake anticline  
Figure 3.3.3. Small anticline on the northern bank of Pishkun Canal.    
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Figure 3.3.5. Parallel folds displaying different deformation styles within the same 
bed (quarter for scale). 
Figure 3.3.4. Disharmonic folding in thinly bedded siltstone 
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detached from a meter-thick package of thinly bedded fine-grained sandstones 
interbedded with laminated siltstones.  A few meters to the east, the same rock types 
appear in an upright cylindrical fold plunging slightly to the south (Figure 3.3.6).  
Although exposure is too poor for quantitative analysis, these structures give an 
indication of the disharmonic style of deformation seen within the study area.   
 
Station P4 
Station P4 is approximately 130 meters west of the confluence of Arnold 
Coulee and Pishkun Canal.  Here, another minor, antiformal fold trends 171o and 
plunges 5o (Figure 3.3.7).  This east-verging anticline is detached from the bedding 
below, which is relatively undeformed compared to the minor anticline.  The upper 
stratum has been eroded away but it appears that the thin layer forming the fold is 
independent of the upper and lower layers.   
 
Station P5 
Approximately 20 meters east of the aqueduct at the confluence of Arnold 
Coulee and Pishkun Canal, a series of four closely spaced east-verging thrust fault-
zones within the undivided Two Medicine Formation are exposed in the canal cut 
(Figure 3.3.8).  The fault-planes range from 322o and 325o in strike and dip between 
67o and 77o west.  Bedding averages a strike of 328o and dip of 60o.  A close 
examination of the fault zone reveals complex ductile deformation within the fault 
zone with calcite veins and slickensides defining the major fault planes  
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Figure 3.3.7. Minor detached anticline, disharmonically folded from bedding below.  Field 
book for scale. 
Figure 3.3.6. Upright cylindrical fold plunging to the south (field book for 
scale). 
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(Figures 3.3.9 and 3.3.10).  Much of the fault zone is characterized by thinly 
laminated siltstone which provides the medium for ductile flow and shear within the 
fault zone. Beds of 5 to 10 cm thick medium-grained siltstone and fine-grained 
sandstone behaved less ductile creating disharmony in the folding between the finer-
grained laminated material and the thicker bedded rocks.    
 
Station P6 
Station P6 begins approximately 130 meters east of station P5 on the eastern 
side of the confluence of Pishkun Canal and an unnamed, ephemeral drainage.  
Here, a tight, cylindrical, west-verging fold is exposed within undivided Two Medicine 
Formation that trends 336o and plunges 10o north.  The anticline is cored by green 
fine-grained siltstone with light-gray fine-grained sandstone.  Cleavage in the green 
siltstone core converges towards the center of the fold (Figure 3.3.11).  The fine-
grained sandstone that defines the limbs of the fold crops out as a series of small 
duplex thrust faults (Figure 3.3.12).  These small duplex faults are spaced 1 to 3 cm 
apart at the hinge of the fold and become more widely spaced (10 to 20 cm) toward 
the shallower dipping east limb.  All of the small faults share a common basal 
decollement along a calcite layer near the interface of the siltstone core and the 
sandstone limbs.  These faults appear to have formed out of accommodation for the 
shortening that occurred as the fold experienced counter-clockwise rotation. 
The westward rotation of the tight anticline is associated with a syncline 
composed of medium-grained, medium-bedded sandstone, which thrusted  
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Figure 3.3.9. Looking north at east-verging thrust fault system. Note white calcite 
veins in foreground. 
Figure 3.3.10. Close up view of  figure 3.3.9.  Complex ductile deformation in siltstone 
beds. 
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Figure 3.3.11. Looking north at west-verging anticline.  Green siltstone at the core of 
the anticline displays cleavage that converges towards the center of the anticline.  
Box corresponds to figure 3.3.12. 
Figure 3.3.12. Close-up view of 3.3.11, west-verging anticline at station P6 
displaying accommodation imbricate duplex structure. Sense of rotation is to the 
west (pen for scale).  
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westward to rest on the east limb of the anticline.  The fault, although subtle, is 
characterized by calcite slickensides that trend 224o and plunge 35o to the east.  
Close examination along the fault plane reveals a small-scale duplex forming a 
triangle zone (Figures 3.3.13 and 3.3.14).  The fault plane is defined by a 2 mm 
uniform thick calcite layer that truncates east-dipping beds of medium-grained thinly-
bedded sandstone.  Above the fault plane, bedding is blocky and dips at a lower 
angle than the bedding below the fault.  The major displacement on the fault is to the 
west but examination of the small duplex along the fault plane shows both west and 
east directed faulting.  Block 1 in Figure 3.3.14 was thrust eastward (opposite the 
main direction of thrusting) as the weaker strata of block 2 was compressed into the 
more competent rock of block 1 creating a small type I triangle zone.  This small-
scale structure is detached from the fault plane below and the overlying blocky 
sandstone.       
The east limb of the above syncline is detached from overlying strata and 
forms an eastward-directed wedge (Figure 3.3.15).  In the photo west-dipping strata 
near the bottom of the photo are truncated by nearly horizontal overlying strata.  The 
20 to 50 cm thick beds of medium-grained sandstone show displacement along 
bedding planes that accommodated the shear of the wedge propagating eastward.  
 
Station P7 
Station P7 is located along Pishkun Canal at a west-verging fault-bend fold 
that displays” snake’s head” geometry (Figure 3.3.16).  Here, a package of  
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Figure 3.3.14 Close-up of 3.3.13 of small triangle zone. Pen for scale. 
Figure 3.3.13. Looking north at small scale duplex on east limb of the west-verging 
anticline at station P6. Pen for scale. 
Triangle zone in figure 
3.3.14 
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Figure 3.3.15. Looking north at east-directed wedge (field book for scale). 
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Snake’s 
Head 
Figure 3.3.17. Close-up of stepped calcite slickensides on hangingwall of “Snake’s 
Head” from figure 3.3.16.  
Figure 3.3.16. Looking north at “snakes head” geometry 
Figure 3.3.17 
Stepped calcite veins 
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green siltstone overlain by a thickly-bedded to blocky medium-grained sandstone is 
thrust westward over itself.  While much of the outcrop is covered by scree and some 
vegetation a nice exposure of stepped calcite slikensides on the hanging-wall of the 
fault are exposed (Figure 3.3.17). The slikensides trend 204o and plunge 45o and the 
fault plane strikes 315o and dips 45o indicating a westward thrusting.  The fault ramp, 
although covered with scree, is inferred due to the steeply east-dipping eastern limb 
of the “snake’s head” anticline.  The west limb of the fold dips slightly to the west.  
 Five meters east of the fault-bend fold is a tapered wedge of tan-to-buff 
blocky medium-grained sandstone that is wedged between ductilely deformed green 
siltstone (Figure 3.3.18).  A calcite layer 1 to 2 mm thick outlines the wedge.  
Slickenfibers on the footwall of the wedge structure trend 235o and plunge 42o while 
the bottom fault plane strikes 310o and dips 40o west. 
 Outcrops between the tapered wedge and the west limb of Black Reef 
anticline are poor and few structures were observed.  The west limb of Black Reef 
anticline is approximately 2 km east of the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek unit – Two 
Medicine Formation contact on the eastern limb of the Tunnel Lake anticline.  The 
Horsethief Formation defines the limbs of Black Reef anticline.  The contact between 
the Two Medicine Formation and the Horsethief Formation along Pishkun Canal is 
identified by the abundance of Ostrea fossils and some burrows.  Pishkun Canal cuts 
the Black Reef anticline perpendicular to trend and reveals several accommodation 
structures within the core of the anticline.   
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Figure 3.3.18. Looking north at east-directed tapered wedge at station P7 
Figure 3.3.19 Looking north exposed along Pishkun Canal . 
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Figure 3.3.19 illustrates an east-verging tapered wedge within the core of the 
Black Reef anticline.  This wedge appears within thin-to-medium bedded medium-
grained sandstone.  At the center of the image, nearly horizontal bedding is 
truncated by west dipping rocks from below. Some bedding planes on the horizontal 
strata are independent of bedrock and show signs of displacement indicating that 
bedding planes may have served as accommodation zones as the wedge 
propagated eastward.   
 
3.3.2 Sun River Transect  
The banks of the Sun River offer the best outcrops of the Upper Cretaceous 
stratigraphy as well as the structures within.  The high quality exposures provide the 
opportunity for the measurement of stratigraphic thickness of the Horsethief 
Formation as well as the division of the Two Medicine Formation into three units.  
The structures observed along the Sun River transect are generally larger than those 
found along the Pishkun Canal transect.  The small structures preserved along 
Pishkun Canal are not observed along the Sun River due to the high erodibility of the 
deformed strata.   The Sun River transect is described from west-to-east from the 
eastern limb of Tunnel Lake anticline to the western limb of Black Reef anticline.  
Figure 3.3.20 provides geographical reference to the following descriptions of the 
structures observed along Sun River.   
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Station S1 through S3 
Stations S1 through S3 lie within the east-dipping Upper Cretaceous lower 
unit of the Two Medicine Formation that forms the eastern limb of Tunnel Lake 
anticline.  The beds strike 326o and dip 46o to the east.    
 
Station S4 
 At this station, the middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation defines a 
cylindrical syncline-anticline pair exposed on the northern bank of the Sun River.  
Figure 3.3.21 shows a prominent syncline and the typical style of deformation at this 
location.  The syncline trends 137o and plunges 4o to the south.  The resistant 
marker bed of the middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation caps the top of the 
syncline.  The anticline is to the east of the syncline and is poorly exposed, but the 
presence of the east-dipping purple marker bed of the middle unit of the Two 
Medicine Formation defines the eastern limb of the anticline. The distinct purple 
marker bed is highly visible in air photos and aids in the identification of the anticline. 
 
Station S5 
 Here an east-verging thrust fault is exposed on the northern bank of the Sun 
River.  Slickensides indicate faulting at this location.  The fault plane strikes 320o and 
dips 55o to the west while slickensides trend 230o and plunge 50o  
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Figure 3.3.21 Looking south at the syncline  at station S4 on the northern banks of Sun River 
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indicating the possibility of at least two episodes of movement along the fault.  This 
fault shows little displacement to the north near Tunnel Lake where the 
approximately 50 meter thick purple marker bed of the middle unit of the Two 
Medicine Formation is thrust eastward upon itself.    
 
Station S6 
An upright-cylindrical harmonic anticline is well exposed just east of the 
above thrust fault at station S5. The eastern limb, as seen in Figure 3.3.22, displays 
some disharmony where less competent siltstones are disharmonically folded, in 
comparison to the competent sandstones that provide the structural integrity of the 
fold.  This exposure is the crestline depression of a prolific anticline system in the 
northern map area.  Here, the well exposed, disharmonic, south plunging anticline 
near Tunnel Lake meets the north plunging disharmonic anticline south of the river to 
form the lowest surface elevation.  Section 3.3 will address structural data and 
include in depth discussion of this anticline system. 
 
Station S7 
At this locality a subtle, west-verging thrust is exposed on the northern bank 
of the river (Figure 3.3.23).  Although the fault is not directly exposed at this outcrop, 
the presence of a west-verging anticline in relation to underlying strata indicates the 
existence of a back-thrust.  This back-thrust is another structural indicator of a 
triangle zone geometry in the subsurface.  This fault is inferred from  
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Figure 3.3.22. Looking south at cylindrical anticline at station S6 along Sun River. 
Figure 3.3.23. Looking north at west-verging thrust fault and fold at station S7. 
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an asymmetric anticline.  A more steeply dipping western limb indicates a west 
sense of vergence.   
Approximately 600 meters north of this location is an excellent outcrop of 
west-dipping Horsethief Formation which supports the eastern limb of a syncline. It 
appears that this syncline may be a klippe rafted on top of the Two Medicine 
Formation, creating the back thrust along the river in response to thrusting of the 
Two Medicine Formation beneath the more competent Horsethief Formation.   
 
Station S8 
 This locality displays unique strain markers by way of deformed shrimp 
burrows (Camborygma) (Meere et al., 2006).   The burrows are oblate and aligned 
parallel to one another suggesting that the burrows were uniformly strained as 
observed by Meere (2006) (Figures 3.3.24 and 3.3.25). The bedding at this location 
strikes 315o and dips 62o west.  The Camborygma burrows penetrate perpendicular 
to bedding.  Because of the perpendicular nature of these burrows in relation to 
bedding, it appears that the strain seen in the burrows was formed before the beds 
were tilted.  If the compression of these burrows occurred at the same time as folding 
it would be expected that the axis normal to bedding would not be perpendicular but 
fan as would be expected of cleavage planes.  Forty burrows were measured 
averaging 21 millimeters wide and 15 millimeters tall (table 1, Appendix D).   
Measurements of the long axis in comparison to the short axis indicate an average 
shortening of 15.26 percent assuming the original burrows where circular.  Meere et 
al., (2006) used four  
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Figure 3.3.24. Deformed shrimp burrows (Camborygma) at station S8. 
Figure 3.3.25. Example of a three dimensional burrow cast at station S8. 
In-filled burrow 
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strain analysis techniques to quantify the finite strain of the sandstone at this 
location.  These methods include the Linearization Method (Yu and Zeng, 1984), the 
Robin Method (Robin, 1979), the Mean Radial Length Method (Mulchrone et al., 
2003) and the Delauney Triangulation Nearest Neighbor Method (Mulchrone, 2005).  
Little evidence of strain within the matrix of the sandstone was found perhaps this 
was due to high pore fluid pressure and low effective stress during deformation 
(Meere et al., 2006). 
 Approximately 80 meters east of this station, additional evidence for fluid pore 
pressure associated with deformation exists.  At this outcrop, parallel calcite veins 
project perpendicular to the bedding plane of a light greenish-gray siltstone (Figure 
3.3.26 and 3.3.27).  Measurements were conducted at this location in an attempt to 
quantify expansion horizontal to bedding caused by the calcite vein growth.  A meter 
tape was used to layout a ten-meter transect along strike of bedding thus 
perpendicular to the orientation of the calcite veins.  The thickness of each calcite 
vein was measured along transect in order to determine the extension caused by the 
addition of calcite veins.  Fifty-three veins were measured.  The thickest vein was 12 
mm wide while the thinnest was 1 mm wide.  The total width of all veins equaled 232 
mm revealing a total expansion of 2.32 percent (table 2, Appendix D).   
 Implications for the formation of these calcite veins and their orientation with 
respect to bedding indicate that the veins formed before the folding and tilting of the 
strata.  The formation of the joints pre-folding could possibly  
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Figure 3.3.26. Parallel calcite veins perpendicular to bedding 80 meters east of 
station S8 
Calcite 
veins 
Figure 3.3.27. Close-up view of calcite veins from figure 3.3.27 - 80 meters 
east of station S8.  30 cm ruler for scale. 
Calcite 
veins 
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compromise any structural seal formed by folding thus allowing for the escape of 
fluids i.e. oil and gas.   
 
Station S9 
 This location displays a variety of structural elements within a 300 meter 
linear distance.  A series of four imbricate thrusts are observed along the northern 
bank of Pishkun Canal (stations P5 and P6 from the Pishkun Canal transect).  At 
Pishkun Canal the faults cut through undivided Two Medicine Formation.  Along the 
Sun River the faults clearly cut through the middle unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation.   
Directly to the east of the fault system is a west-verging disharmonic fold 
within the middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation. At this location the lower unit 
of the Two Medicine Formation is back thrust over the eastern limb of the 
disharmonic fold.  Figure 3.3.28 is a composite panoramic view of the structural 
elements at this location.  The same structures can be traced along strike north to 
Pishkun Canal where the imbricate thrusts and associated back thrust and west-
verging fold are observed.  The imbricate thrust system shows little displacement as 
the 50 meter thick middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation is intraformationally 
thrust upon itself, implying that the Pishkun Canal thrust may also be 
intraformational.      
 East of this location formational contacts are difficult to locate as the rocks 
are poorly exposed.  An east-verging thrust fault is inferred on the west limb of Black 
Reef anticline due to the proximity of the middle unit of the Two Medicine  
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Formation to the Horsethief Formation.  This relationship is observed in outcrop 
approximately 1 kilometer to the north where the middle unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation is thrust eastward on to the western limb of the Black Reef anticline.   
 
Station S10 
 Station S10 is the location in which the Horsethief Formation was measured, 
as discussed in chapter 2.5 (Figure 2.1.1).  Here the competent Horsethief Formation 
supports the eastern limb of the Black Reef anticline and is in contact with the Saint 
Mary River Formation.  Looking north from this location a chevron style fold is 
discernable on the northern bank of the Sun River within the core of Black Reef 
anticline (Figure 3.3.29).  The fold is comprised of an eastern anticline and a western 
syncline pair.  This thrust is likely an accommodation structure formed from the 
folding of Black Reef anticline.  Structural measurements were not performed 
because of difficult access to the exposed structures. 
 East of this locality broad structures are observed in the Saint Mary River 
Formation, signifying the approximate eastern extent of deformation of the Northern 
Disturbed Belt. 
 
3.3.3  Northern Map Area Structure Overview 
 
 At a large scale, the northern map area displays kilometer-scale 
compressional structural elements (Figure 3.3.30).  The following discussion  
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Figure 3.3.29. Chevron fold in Horsethief Formation looking north from station S10. 
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describes the large scale structures of the northern map area from Tunnel Lake 
anticline east to Black Reef anticline.    
 East of Tunnel Lake, the middle unit of Two Medicine Formation is thrust 
upon itself.  The trace of the thrust fault can be traced south to the Sun River where it 
is observed at the bank of the Sun River (station S5).  Approximately 1 km to the 
south, the fault is exposed again on the south side of a prominent ridge directly south 
of Black Reef Road (station 11).  At station 11 a duplex of east-verging thrust faults 
transported the middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation upon itself twice on the 
western limb of the large anticline forming a horse (a pack of rocks bound on all 
sides by faults).  At the outcrop scale the western fault forming the horse strikes 325o 
and dips 50o to the west.  This thrust has also overturned a thin bed of siltstone on 
the footwall of the thrust.  The eastern thrust forming the horse is thrust upon the 
western limb of a large anticline defined by the middle unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation.   
At station 12 a parasitic S-fold is observed on the eastern limb of this large 
anticline indicating a left-lateral sense of shear.  The absence of a complimentary Z-
fold on the west limb of this anticline indicates that it has been thrust over the fold 
and since eroded away.  The eastern limb of this anticline displays back thrusting 
and slickensides as well as some overturned beds that are likely associated with 
detachment of the middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation from upper strata 
during folding.  Figure 3.3.31 depicts a small horse of the middle unit of the Two 
Medicine Formation wedged between the middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation 
and the detached roof of the upper unit of the Two  
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Figure 3.3.31. Looking north at small horse wedged between a roof-thrust 150 meters 
south of station 12. 
Horse Block 
Bedding  
Strike and Dip 
Bedding  
Strike and Dip 
Roof-thrust 
Figure 3.3.32. View looking south, down-plunge of one of two detached anticlines 
contained within a larger anticline acting as a roof.   
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Medicine Formation.  Stepped calcite veins on the fault of the small horse indicate a 
west-vergence with the plane of the fault striking 347o and dipping 40o.   
The roof-detached folding observed south of Black Reef Road is also 
apparent to the north of Sun River, directly east of Tunnel Lake and the east-verging 
thrust fault described above.  A south-plunging fold train of two anticlines divided by 
a syncline at station 13 in Figure 3.3.30 illustrates the disharmonic nature of the 
folding in this area.    This fold train is stratigraphically below and contained within a 
single larger south-plunging anticline defined by the upper unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation.  This location offers an excellent opportunity to view disharmonic folding 
looking down the axial trace of the fold as the roof of the larger anticline has been 
eroded exposing the disharmonic fold-train of the middle unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation.  Figure 3.3.32 is a view looking south, down the nose of the eastern-most 
anticline within the fold train.   
Figure 3.3.33 illustrates the large scale features of the fold system from 
Tunnel Lake south to the Black Reef Road.  An equal area stereonet projection from 
the northern fold system show a southern plunge while the stereonet projections of 
the south show a northern plunge creating a crestline depression with the northern 
folds near the Sun River.   
East of the large-scale anticline system is a broad syncline.  The syncline can 
be traced the length of the Tunnel Lake anticline system, mirroring the plunge 
characteristics of the anticline system.  North of the Sun River the syncline plunges 
to the south.  South of the Sun River, the syncline plunges north creating a crestline 
depression.  This 
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syncline can be traced into the southern map area south of Sun Canyon Road.  
Much of the axial trace is covered by glacial alluvium south of the Sun River 
however, a north-south train of small lakes form along the axial trace just north of the 
Sun Canyon Road (Figures 3.3.34 and 3.3.35 illustrate the double plunge of the 
syncline using an equal area stereonet projection). 
 The imbricate thrust system observed along the Pishkun Canal and Sun 
River transects is not exposed at the surface between the two transects.  Extensive 
calcite is present in float along the assumed traces of the faults indicating that 
surface features of these structures have most likely eroded.   
 The most eastern fault observed within the study area is located at station 14 
in Figure 3.3.30 and is suspected to be the easternmost surface fault expression of 
faulting associated with the Disturbed Belt. Here, the middle unit of the Two Medicine 
Formation is thrust eastward upon the western limb of the Horsethief Formation 
displaying the most displacement of any fault within the study area.  The 120 meter 
thick upper unit of the Two Medicine Formation has been thrust out at this location 
indicating that at least this much displacement has occurred on this fault.  The fault 
surface is not directly observed at any location on the map only inferred using 
stratigraphic relationships.   
 The eastern edge of the northern map area is bound by the upright, slightly 
plunging Black Reef anticline.  The anticline as defined by the competent upper bed 
of the Ostrea and gastropod shell rich Horsethief Formation is approximately 1 km 
wide near the Sun River.  Structural data plotted on an equal area stereonet 
indicates a 1o plunge to the south (Figure 3.3.36).   
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Figure 3.3.35. Equal area stereonet of large syncline south of Sun River 
Figure 3.3.34. Equal area stereonet of large syncline north of Sun River 
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Figure 3.3.36. Equal area stereonet of Black Reef anticline. Trend – 143
o
, Plunge – 1
o
 (n=47) 
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3.4 Southern Map Area 
 The Southern Map Area is bound by the Sun River Canyon Road and resides 
mostly within the Sun River Game Range.  The southern area does not afford the 
high-quality exposures provided in the northern area by Pishkun Canal and the Sun 
River and many of the outcrops have been weathered to low relief and covered by 
glacial alluvium.  The erosionally competent Horsethief Formation provides the main 
constituent of observable outcrops, mainly in the southern half of the Southern Map 
Area.  These outcrops mainly support the limbs of broad anticlines and synclines.  
The underlying Two Medicine Formation is poorly exposed as glaciation did not 
extend into this area to remove the Horsethief Formation as is the case in the 
Northern Map Area.     
 Due to the lack of quality outcrops between the Sun River and the southern 
half of the southern map area only two structures can be confidently traced between 
the two areas.  Tunnel Lake anticline can be traced to just south of Sun Canyon 
Road where the Virgelle-Telegraph Creek Formations crops out.  The axial trace of 
the prominent syncline from the northern map area can be followed through a train of 
four lakes into the southern map area where its limbs are defined by the Horsethief 
Formation.  Structural data indicates that this syncline trends 137o and plunges 6o to 
the south.  
 Figure 3.4.1 displays only the bedrock geology and offers the best visual 
representation of the structural geology of this portion of the study area.  Few small-
scale structures are observed in this area indicating that disharmonic folding and 
back thrusting is hidden by erosion and the Horsethief Formation  
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acting as a competent roof with small-scale structures concealed below.  Figures 
3.4.2 and 3.4.3 show the Horsethief Formation as limbs of anticlines and 
demonstrate the style of outcrop seen in the southern area.  Few outcrops of 
underlying strata are directly observed in the field as they are covered by alluvium.  
Low relief outcrops of the Two Medicine Formation are seen on the western margin 
of the mapped area (Figure 3.4.1).  
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Figure 3.4.2. Looking south at limb of Horsethief Fm. supported anticline 
Figure 3.4.3. Example of outcrop of Horsethief Fm. in southern map area 
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Chapter 4: Summary and Conclusions 
 
4.1 Summary and Conclusions 
 
The study area, along the Montana Rocky Mountain foothills, displays 
complex structural elements within Upper Cretaceous siliciclastic deposits.  Detailed 
stratigraphic analysis and structural observations allow for the interpretation of 
passive-roof duplexes (type II triangle zones) at the leading edge of this thrust belt.  
These structural features were formed from compressional tectonics in Late 
Cretaceous to Late Paleocene time. 
Detailed stratigraphic analysis of the Two Medicine and Horsethief Formation 
provided the means to create a detailed surface geologic map along the Sun River 
and surrounding area east of Sun River Canyon.  The nearly 1,000 meter-thick Two 
Medicine Formation was divided into lower, middle and upper unit defined by the 
middle units, a distinctive purple, cross-bedded, conglomerate.  This differentiation, 
specifically within the middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation, defines many 
geologic structures.  To better describe the overall structural geology of the study 
area the geologic map is divided into a northern and southern map area.   
The Northern Map Area displays many geologic structures, such as roof-
detached disharmonic folds, west-verging thrusts, and small-scale passive-roof 
duplexes.  The Pishkun Canal transect displays many small-scale structures while 
the Sun River transect exhibits larger-scale structures.  Mapping these identifiable 
structures with the aid of these two transects characterizes the structural deformation 
styles within the study area.   
 A unique anticline system displaying roof-detachment and disharmonic 
folding between strata of different competencies trends from Tunnel Lake in the north 
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to south of Black Reef Road.  This fold system doubly plunges creating a crestline 
depression, bisected by the Sun River.  East of this anticline system, two west-
verging back thrusts are observed spaced between east-verging thrust faults.  The 
features observed with this anticline system illustrate the complex structural geology 
found within the area and lend insight into deformation styles in the sub-surface.  
These structures, found along Pishkun Canal and the Sun River, indicate sub-
surface triangle zone formation.  Interpretations of the triangle zone made from the 
surface geologic map are supported by observed structural deformation consistent 
with features associated with the Alberta foothills triangle zone. 
In contrast to the Northern Map Area, the Southern Map Area displays broad 
anticlines and synclines supported by the structurally competent Horsethief 
Formation.  Glaciation that removed much of the Horsethief Formation from the 
Northern Map Area to expose the complex structural geology within the Two 
Medicine Formation did not extend to the Southern Map Area.   
Displaying a similar sub-surface geometry to Canadian foothills cross-
sections, the cross-section created in this study interprets the presence of stacked 
duplexed sheets of Mississippian through Lower Cretaceous passively thrust below a 
structurally incompetent Upper Cretaceous Marias River Shale.  This cross-section is 
an eastward extension of interpretations made by Mitra (1986) using surface data 
from this study as well as Mudge (1972) and Weberg (1986).    
   Climatically, Montana has a short field season and one summer did not 
allow enough time to analyze all of the interesting geology of the field area. Future 
work in this area could include a more detailed kinematic analysis of the structures 
now that they have been located.  Numerous kinematic indicators were observed 
throughout the study area.  Calcite veins were prominent on many of the outcrops 
and detailed measurements could provide more insight into the timing and style of 
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deformation.  This may also provide some information regarding hydrocarbon 
emplacement and timing of hydrocarbon migration.  Stepped calcite slikensides were 
seen on nearly all of the fault surfaces.  Many of these fault surfaces displayed 
cross-cutting slikensides which indicates multiple thrusting events.  Detailed 
measurements of these slikensides could shed some light on the timing and nature 
of thrusting events.  
The middle unit of the Two Medicine Formation is unique as it was the only 
positively identifiable unit within the formation and is found throughout the expanse of 
the study area.  The well defined foresets within this unit could provide paleo-flow 
indicators as well as provenance to improve understanding of the Late Cretaceous 
Inland Seaway basin system.   
The leading edge of the Montana thrust belt east of Sun River Canyon 
displays remarkable structural geology.  With the locations of several triangle zones 
structures identified, this unique area could prove valuable as an outdoor classroom 
for studying thrust belt geology.   
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Well Logs 
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Hodgskiss no. 1 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-05008-00-00 Eagle 1020 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
25-099-05008-00-00 Telegraph Creek Formation 1285 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
25-099-05008-00-00 Colorado Shale 1530 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
25-099-05008-00-00 Blackleaf 2350 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
25-099-05008-00-00 Dakota 2970 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
25-099-05008-00-00 Kootenai 3030 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
25-099-05008-00-00 Moulton 3488 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
25-099-05008-00-00 Swift 3725 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
25-099-05008-00-00 Rierdon 3800 Lion Et Al HODGSKISS 1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-6W 10 C NE NE 
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Bjork 4-22 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-21067-00-00 Telegraph Creek Formation 80 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
25-099-21067-00-00 Colorado Shale 284 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
25-099-21067-00-00 Blackleaf 1338 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
25-099-21067-00-00 Kootenai 2030 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
25-099-21067-00-00 Sunburst 2494 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
25-099-21067-00-00 Morrison 2542 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
25-099-21067-00-00 Swift 2650 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
25-099-21067-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 2794 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
25-099-21067-00-00 Mission Canyon 2842 Cascade Gas Co. BJORK      4-22 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-4W 22 NW NW NW 
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Hodgskiss 18-1 
API Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location(T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-21147-00-00 Two Medicine 0 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Virgelle Sandstone 1155 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Colorado Shale 1308 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Blackleaf 2424 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Bow Island 2698 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Dakota 3084 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Kootenai 3190 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Sunburst 3600 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Morrison 3610 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Swift 3806 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 3904 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Mission Canyon 3996 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Lodgepole 4884 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Bakken 5128 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Three Forks Fm. 5134 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Potlach Anhydrite 5174 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Duperow 5345 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Red Lion 6198 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Souris River Formation 5879 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Pilgrim Limestone 6209 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
25-099-21147-00-00 Park Shale 6300 Oxy petroleum Inc Hodgskiss 18-1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 18 C NW SE 
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Sun River Federal 1-10 
API Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location(T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-21173-00-00 Blackleaf 2470 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Fault 2922 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Two Medicine Formation 2922 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Virgelle Sandstone 3588 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Telegraph Creek Formation 3756 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Two Medicine Formation 4254 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Fault 4254 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Virgelle Sandstone 5750 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Colorado Shale 6250 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Two Medicine Formation 6592 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
25-099-21173-00-00 Fault 6592 Williams Exploration Company Federal  1-10 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 10 SW SW NW 
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Sun River Federal 13-21 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-21191-00-00 Kootenai 1404 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Morrison 2012 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Swift 2202 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Rierdon 2288 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Sawtooth 2332 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 2344 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Three Forks Formation 2627 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Mission Canyon 2650 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Jefferson Formation 3860 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Blackleaf 4942 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Kootenai 5607 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Morrison 6270 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Swift 6365 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Rierdon 6456 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 6582 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
25-099-21191-00-00 Mission Canyon 6825 Mobil Oil Corp. Federal  13-21 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 SE NW SW 
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Randal 1 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-05001-00-00 Virgelle Sandstone 1860 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Telegraph Creek Formation 1930 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Colorado Shale 2080 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Blackleaf 2980 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Kootenai 3770 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Sunburst 3800 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Morrison 3846 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Swift 4030 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Madison 4120 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Mission Canyon 4362 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Three Forks Formation 5372 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Potlatch Anhydrite 5460 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Jefferson Formation 5550 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Souris River Formation 6348 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
25-099-05001-00-00 Cambrian Undifferentiated 6470 Phillips Petroleum Company RANDALL       1 Wildcat Teton Teton 21N-5W 6 C NE SE 
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Pearson B 1-32 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-21042-00-00 Virgelle Sandstone 1535 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Telegraph Creek Formation 1582 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Niobrara 1825 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Greenhorn 2400 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Mowry Shale 2483 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Bow Island 2980 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Kootenai 3242 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Morrison 3588 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Swift 3800 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 3885 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Mission Canyon 3995 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Lodgepole 4860 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Bakken 5154 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Three Forks Formation 5163 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Potlatch Anhydrite 5202 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Nisku 5540 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Duperow 5610 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
25-099-21042-00-00 Souris River Formation 6046 Rainbow Resources Inc PEARSON B<>1-32 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-5W 32 C SW SE 
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Witt 14-1 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-049-21004-00-00 Two Medicine Formation 554 Mosbacher Production Co WITT       14-1 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 20N-6W 14 E2 NW NE 
25-049-21004-00-00 Virgelle Sandstone 2663 Mosbacher Production Co WITT       14-1 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 20N-6W 14 E2 NW NE 
25-049-21004-00-00 Telegraph Creek Formation 2791 Mosbacher Production Co WITT       14-1 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 20N-6W 14 E2 NW NE 
25-049-21004-00-00 Blackleaf 4095 Mosbacher Production Co WITT       14-1 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 20N-6W 14 E2 NW NE 
25-049-21004-00-00 Dakota 4716 Mosbacher Production Co WITT       14-1 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 20N-6W 14 E2 NW NE 
25-049-21004-00-00 Kootenai 4827 Mosbacher Production Co WITT       14-1 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 20N-6W 14 E2 NW NE 
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Yeager 1 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-05023-00-00 Virgelle Sandstone 1692 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Telegraph Creek Formation 1779 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Colorado Shale 1980 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Blackleaf 3027 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Kootenai 3790 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Sunburst 4220 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Morrison 4260 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Swift 4444 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Rierdon 4550 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 4618 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Mission Canyon 4780 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Bakken 5838 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Three Forks Formation 5842 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Potlatch Anhydrite 5884 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Nisku 6070 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Duperow 6108 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Souris River Formation 6858 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
25-099-05023-00-00 Cambrian Undifferentiated 6974 Phillips Petroleum Company YEAGER        1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-6W 6 SW NW 
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State 8-15 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-049-21003-00-00 Colorado Shale 3746 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Blackleaf 4840 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Bow Island 5078 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Dakota 5456 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Sunburst 6120 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Morrison 6130 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Swift 6260 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 6405 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Mission Canyon 6633 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Lodgepole 7287 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Bakken 7665 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Three Forks Formation 7702 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Potlatch Anhydrite 7738 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Nisku 7906 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
25-049-21003-00-00 Duperow 8110 Montana Power Company State  8-15 Wildcat Lewis & Clark Lewis and Clark 21N-7W 15 SW SE NE 
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Federal 1 
API # Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location (T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-05012-00-00 Greenhorn 250 Sinclair Oil Corporation Federal  1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 NE SW 
25-099-05012-00-00 Kootenai 1285 Sinclair Oil Corporation Federal  1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 NE SW 
25-099-05012-00-00 Swift 1905 Sinclair Oil Corporation Federal  1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 NE SW 
25-099-05012-00-00 Rierdon 2010 Sinclair Oil Corporation Federal  1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 NE SW 
25-099-05012-00-00 Sawtooth 2127 Sinclair Oil Corporation Federal  1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 NE SW 
25-099-05012-00-00 Madison 2165 Sinclair Oil Corporation Federal  1 Wildcat Teton Teton 23N-8W 21 NE SW 
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MT State "O" #1 
API Formation Top (feet) Operator Well Name Field County Location(T-R) Section Spot 
25-099-21278-00-00 Kootenai 1442 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Morrison 2266 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Swift 2744 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 3008 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Mission Canyon 3720 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Lodgepole 4150 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Blackleaf 4916 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Kootenai 5130 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Morrison 5460 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Swift 5572 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
25-099-21278-00-00 Sun River Dolomite 5807 Texaco Exploration and Production Inc. MT State "O"  #1 Wildcat Teton Teton 22N-8W 17 SW SW NE 
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Appendix D 
 
Strain Measurements from Station S8 
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Worm Burrow Measurements  Sun River Canyon Area.  Teton County, Montana   
       
Strike - 315  Dip - 62 Lat. N 47
o 
38.055'  Long. W 112
o
34.897'
 
     
       
Burrow # PHOTO # LENGTH (mm) WIDTH (mm) Ratio L/W ave % shortening 
       
1 7-3-06-31 19 15 0.78947 17 11.76470588 
2 7-3-06-32 15 12 0.80000 13.5 11.11111111 
3 7-3-06-33 10 8 0.80000 9 11.11111111 
4 7-3-06-34 20 14 0.70000 17 17.64705882 
5 7-3-06-35 21 15 0.71429 18 16.66666667 
6 7-3-06-36 18 15 0.83333 16.5 9.090909091 
7 7-3-06-37 19 12 0.63158 15.5 22.58064516 
8 7-3-06-39 16 12 0.75000 14 14.28571429 
9 7-3-06-40 14 13 0.92857 13.5 3.703703704 
10 7-3-06-41 21 17 0.80952 19 10.52631579 
11 7-3-06-42 12 8 0.66667 10 20 
12 7-3-06-43 15 11 0.73333 13 15.38461538 
13 7-3-06-44 17 11 0.64706 14 21.42857143 
14 7-3-06-45 13 10 0.76923 11.5 13.04347826 
15 7-3-06-46 11 7 0.63636 9 22.22222222 
16 7-3-06-47 13 10 0.76923 11.5 13.04347826 
17 7-3-06-48 13 10 0.76923 11.5 13.04347826 
18 7-3-06-49 30 24 0.80000 27 11.11111111 
19 7-3-06-50 36 26 0.72222 31 16.12903226 
20 7-3-06-50 31 25 0.80645 28 10.71428571 
21 7-3-06-50 38 28 0.73684 33 15.15151515 
22 7-3-06-51 30 25 0.83333 27.5 9.090909091 
23 7-3-06-51 37 25 0.67568 31 19.35483871 
24 7-3-06-52 33 25 0.75758 29 13.79310345 
25 7-3-06-53 33 25 0.75758 29 13.79310345 
26 7-3-06-54 34 25 0.73529 29.5 15.25423729 
27 7-3-06-55 34 26 0.76471 30 13.33333333 
28 7-3-06-56 34 25 0.73529 29.5 15.25423729 
29 7-3-06-57 33 24 0.72727 28.5 15.78947368 
30 7-3-06-58 14 9 0.64286 11.5 21.73913043 
31 7-3-06-59 37 29 0.78378 33 12.12121212 
32 7-3-06-60 13 10 0.76923 11.5 13.04347826 
33 N/A 31 22 0.70968 26.5 16.98113208 
34 N/A 14 9 0.64286 11.5 21.73913043 
35 N/A 14 9 0.64286 11.5 21.73913043 
36 N/A 14 9 0.64286 11.5 21.73913043 
37 N/A 14 9 0.64286 11.5 21.73913043 
38 7-3-06-61, 62 13 9 0.69231 11 18.18181818 
39 7-3-06-62 13 10 0.76923 11.5 13.04347826 
40 7-3-06-62 13 10 0.76923 11.5 13.04347826 
average  21.5 15.95   Ave % shortening 
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   Average 0.73770  15.26333038 
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Calcite Vein Expansion Measurements   
      
Total distance of expansion = 10 meters   
      
  vein #  width(mm) 
  1  1  
  2  3  
  3  4  
  4  2  
  5  3  
  6  2  
  7  6  
  8  3  
  9  6  
  10  2  
  11  7  
  12  3  
  13  9  
  14  2  
  15  4  
  16  2  
  17  10  
  18  4  
  19  5  
  20  3  
  21  1  
  22  5  
  23  1  
  24  7  
  25  4  
  26  3  
  27  3  
  28  3  
  29  7  
  30  1  
  31  6  
  32  2  
  33  4  
  34  6  
  35  4  
  36  9  
  37  4  
  38  12  
  39  3  
  40  4  
  41  5  
  42  6  
  43  2  
 118 
  44  5  
  45  2  
  46  3  
  47  7  
  48  10  
  49  3  
  50  3  
  51  10  
  52  2  
  53  4  
     % expansion 
   total 232 2.32 
 
